Why professionalism and ethics in I.T. is needed: Support the CIPS Crowdfunding Campaign!

This video contains quotes from various CIPS Interviews about the importance of professionalism and ethics in IT, and why support for professional associations like CIPS is needed.

Please take a moment and help support the CIPS Crowdfunding Campaign. Take the free CIPS Ethics Exam and Donate to CIPS and our initiatives focused on promoting Professionalism and Ethics in IT:

http://www.cips.ca/donate


Thanks for your support!
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Featured I.T. Jobs

CIPS

Software Developer 3, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Network Technician/System Administrator, New Westminster, British Columbia

Information Technology Analyst, Red Deer, Alberta

Manager of Technology Services, Ponoka, Alberta

Analyst III, IT Security, Calgary, Alberta

BRM Technical DBA, Calgary, Alberta
Senior Web Developer, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Business Portfolio Manager, Victoria, British Columbia

Director, Information Technology, Calgary, Alberta

Application Maintenance Supervisor, Lacombe, Alberta

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca
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5 BYOD best practices
IT World Canada

A number of CIOs are eager to allow staff to bring their own devices to work, with the enterprise either completely or partly paying for connectivity. But Dell notes that while BYOD initiatives can be great for employees, they often pose a potential nightmare for the organization if regulations aren’t complied with. Here are five best practices it recommends.
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CIPS INTERVIEWS: Daniel Cooper vice admiral USN (ret.), Former Under Secretary for Veterans Benefits — Military, Government, Business, and Policy Top Authority
CIPS

Dan Cooper retired the first time in 1991 after 37 years in the Navy, having worked primarily with submarines and when ashore in financial, budgeting or planning billets. His primary positions in the Navy (at sea) included: Commanding Officer, USS Puffer (SSN 652); Commander, Submarine Squadron Ten; Commander, Submarine Force, US Atlantic Fleet and ashore: Comptroller, Naval Sea Systems Command; Director, Navy Budgets and Reports; Director, Navy Program Planning; and Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Undersea Warfare.
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FEATURED ARTICLE
Kaspersky: IT struggling with virtualization security
Computer Dealer News

Virtual infrastructures continue to grow in importance for enterprises worldwide and securing virtual environments is top of mind for the majority of IT departments, but a recent survey has revealed that as many as one out of four IT professionals “have little or no understanding” of their virtualization security options.

TRENDING ARTICLE
10 things developers should know about customer experience
IT World Canada

I regularly moderate round tables on topics of interest to CIOs. These are closed-door sessions and participants are screened to allow us to have a frank, peer to peer discussion about critical topics.

MOST POPULAR ARTICLE
How ethics applies to change management
IT World Canada

Consider what you would do if you were the IT analyst assigned to decide the technology for the next update to your system. CIPS Code of ethics applies every time you make a design decision or recommendation.
Featured Whitepaper: 'IBM's Adoption of Sugar: A Lesson in Global Implementation'
CIPS via IT World Canada
How did IBM successfully transform its CRM for 45,000 sales people around the globe? Find out in "IBM's Adoption of Sugar: A Lesson in Global Implementation" from Ovum Consulting.

Help build a prioritized list of National Occupational Standards (NOS) for Business Technology Management (BTM) occupations
CIPS
Are you a Human Resources (HR) person or an "in the trenches" ICT professional at the B or C managerial level, who has technical knowledge and understanding of Business Technology Management (BTM) related occupations under your jurisdiction or perhaps you know an individual within your company who fits this profile? The BTM area includes occupations such as business analysis, project management, change management, consulting, entrepreneurship, and IT management.

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

Elasticsearch vulnerability leads to DDoS malware on Amazon
IT World Canada
Security professionals usually don't have to worry about the search engines their organizations chose for plowing through corporate data. But researchers at Kaspersky Labs say attackers are exploiting a vulnerability in the open source Elasticsearch engine to install distributed denial of service (DDoS) malware on Amazon and possibly other cloud servers.

Help CIPS support professionalism and ethics in I.T.
Indiegogo
In the wake of HeartBleed and the numerous recent privacy breaches that have created growing concerns, the need for professionalism and ethics in IT has never been higher. We live in a highly connected world where technology has become the central nervous system of our modern society. Technology has changed our world for the better, but technology also has fantastic potential for misuse as far too regularly witnessed.

CIPS National Corporate Partners
The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca